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Samantha Mina, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Since the dawn of Second Earth, the Island of Fire has awaited the arrival of the
one mage whose dominion over the global magic network-the spectrum-will enable her to rescue
the primitive, totalitarian nation from obscurity. But, when Scarlet July is born, her extraordinary
magic unexpectedly renders her a third-class citizen, denied the right to education, employment
and, ultimately, life. Evading execution, Scarlet finds herself orphaned and alone, struggling to
survive and find her purpose. Three-thousand miles north, in the ice island of Ichthyosis, Diving Fleet
Commander Cease Lechatelierite has never had to question his purpose. Since childhood, he s been
set on track toward one goal: to annihilate magekind. But, when he comes face-to-face with Scarlet
and learns her story, what will become of the convictions he s held since birth? This six-part series
follows an eclectic cast of teens fighting to find their place in the wars plaguing their dystopian
world. From fantastical world-building, to combat sequences, to geopolitics, to the exploration of a
soldier s psyche, to social commentary, to the turmoil of young adulthood, to forbidden romance,
Spectrum is a...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz

Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform when you full
looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy-- Ms. Allene Conr oy
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